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This paper begins with a disclatmer. The procedures described herein should be
considered work tri progress rather than a defirative description ofprocedures to use.
While the ideas presented are theoretically sound. and have been applied in an actual
extension setting, not all the questions associated with the procedure have been
answered, or even addressed. In keepirg with thLs constraint, the tone of this paper is
less formal than that of many learned papers.

The remainder of the paper begins with an overview of the context leading to the appli-
cation of the priority-setting procedure, describtng the need for a procedure and the
constraints efecting any proposed procedure. This Ls followed by a brief retrospective
description of earlier attempts at priority-setting, then an ex,amination of the various
optional procedures avtlable. Following that, the procedure employed is described.
and its advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Next comes a description of how
management practice was Mfluenced by the priority-setting'procedure. The conclusion
examines other situations wid environments where a similar procedure could probably
be applied. The appendix holds instruments and sample results from a recent applica-
Uon of the procedure at the Division of Mdension and Commurrity Relations (DECR).
University of Saskatchewan.

The Priorit -setting Environment
It is safe to assume that resources requtred at universities to do every kind of extension
programming possible or desLrable are shnply not available, even in affluent times. In
times when budgets are static, or even reduced, the critical nature ofa priority-setting
process is even more evident. At the same tMte. in most university extension environ-
ments even in these financially constrained times there is some discretionanr
funding available to develop new thrusts in extension programmig. Even after needs
are identified and mialyzed. it is likely that there will be more worthwhile program-
ming to be done than there will be funing available to do it; it is also likely that it will
be difficult to identify clear "winners" of the competition for fnnds. Some method of
prioritiiing the possible and desli-able programming thrusts is therefore required.

Program priority-setting is making deciat.uns about the allocation of resources to
various program possibilities, based on the relattve importmce as perceived by the
sWreholders. The objective of the exercise described here b to assgn both staff and
budget to the highest priority program areas. A program area Is defined as inclu
subject matter, the clientele, and the kinds of outcomes expected.

The priority-setting exercise can be conceptualized as having the following stages:
1. Describe possible program areas.

2. Identify a set of criteria to be used in making judgements.

3. Make judgements about each program area.
4. Assign Mdexes of relative importance to program areas.
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5, Asstgn resources to program areas.

6. Commit to action.

Much of the Division's priority-setting exercise described here is focused on Stage 4.
The major outcome is the pooling of individual judg?ments so that the relative
importance. as perceved by the staff, can be displayed and used in decision
The milieu in which the priority-settim process described in this paper was developed
was undoubtedly a factor determining the procedures used. Two aspects, the budget-
setUng process used at the University. and the Division's history of involving program-
mers in priority-setting. are worthy of special mention.

At the University of Saskatchewan, the budget-settirig process includes a probe/add -
back exercise. ThU entails the head of a budgetary unit (such as the Division) proposing
to the President's Advisory Committee the ways in which the unit's budget would be
reduced by a certalia percentage. (In 1987-88, the proposal required a 4% probe.) At the
same time, several proposWs w-e presented for a range of percentage add-backs (typical-
ly 1%, 3%, 5%, and rm.

Theoretically at least, the process allows for shifting resources from low priority areas
to h1gh priority areasboth within the unit and among the units across the entire
University. In practicW terms, the deee of flexibility is less than what the process
ought to allow for. Rrasons for this include the commitment to students to complete
prograTtls begun, the difficulty of transferring faculty and staff from one area to
another, md the necessity of adhering to union contracts. Still, resources can be and
are shifted through the use of the probe/add-back process, and priorities must be ticen
into account tn the shift.

At a more micro level, an explicit list of priorities can assist decision-making on non-
credit pmgrams, and shifts in resources from one program area to another can be
exTedited and justified.

qtrinvoivement in Prioritm-setting

All extension units set priorities, but there are probably as many ways of doing this as
there are units. Some of the methods used are elaborate and others are simple; some are
well defined whfle others defy description. However, in all cases there is priority-
setting tarng place. Frequently, priority decisions are made "top down", with the chief
administrator(s) for the unit setthig priorities, then explicating them to stafE DECR
has, for the past number of years, been grappling with a process of priority-settliv that
incorporates the views of staff. This section deals with a brief description of various
ways in which that Involvement has occurred.

Over the past 20 years the Division staff have been Wvolved in six twt or three-day
staff retreats away from the campus. Some of these were outside Saskatoon: others
were in the city. Wlille the prtms.ry focus was not necessarily on program priority-
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setting at every retreat some were more directly related to oraanization and structure
Inevitably information was exchanged at those retreats that krifluenced program
priorities. The first retreats were devoted primarily to inforrma.tion sharing about
programs and organizational matters. Tt e docation of resoLarces to program areas
was then determined by management (i.e.. nie 'top down" modiml was used). Only at the
last three meetings have we consciously been implementing a process for staff
involvement M priori -selling.

FollowMg the first three meetings, there was a growing feeling among staff that they
wanted more tnput to deciaion-malring in the Division regarain4 program priorities.
One outcome was a committee of faculty struck to develop-a seet of criteria to assist in
making decisiorz about the appropriateness of certain kinds ical programs to be deliv-
ered by the Division. These criteria were ratified by the entire --taff circa 1978 and were
subsequently used as guidelines by inclividuWs to make decisiceris to proceed or not
proceed with projects.

In 1980, at one of the retreats, it was decided that the Ditdsiorx should have a Priority-
setting Committet to proVAde advice to management regarding the assigrunent of
resources to vasiouz oesgram areas. Experience to this pant lid been that the consen-
sus modelwhere the underlying premise was that once all stff had the same Mforma-
llon, they wouid come to be of a single mindsimply would not produce the expected
unanimity, given the heterogeneity of staff backgounds, 1dea1. and aspirations. Some
more objective method of assmsing and averaging the wishes of the group had to be
found. The conmUttee subsequently developed the procedures 4:1escribed in this paper.

The First Appli ation of the r-rcodimedure
The first phase of the current process was developed and imple=ented In 1982. The
procedure was to have each programmer describe tn writing thim program area he or she
was invohred tn, or was interested in pursuinl. Alter circulaticari of the written descrip-
tions, a group session was held to answer quesUons about the v4rogram areas described
and to make any necessary elaboration I. Each staff member tften was asked to com-
plete a matched par, forced choice exeredse (see Appendix, p. A. 1 for a sample page),
usimg thc of criterLa that had been developed earlier as a ha..%e. Each program area
(e.g., Agriculture Production and Mar Vomen's Studies. 1-luman Relations
Education. etc.) was paired with every other program area, and each programmer had to
respond to each pair with an answer to the question "lithe UreirMfersity could provide
non-credit programs in only one of the following pairs of areas_ vrhich should it be?"

The results of the exercise were used to constnict a Thin-stone sa1e (Torgerson. 1958, pp.
155-179). The programs were then characterized as high priordity. medium priority, and
low priority, depending where on the Thurstone scale they fell C.ee Appendix.

The procedures used and the results of the first attempt at priox-ity-setttng were pre-
sented as part of a workshop conducted by Bob Brack and Glen 17-lass at the Apri111-13.
1984 Western CAUCE meeting in Saskatoon.

Unfortunately, as the results were applied to decision-nialcing icr the couple of years
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following thrtr ,1114t: , ,vas found tat there was some trnbiguity possible &I
tbe interprrri;:qion th rilt=sobtained, Thaade Thurstone scale dttnd not give any
guidance a..4 aDalcilli of resourc e=. to assign to any g1vn Euea, for example
it simply tideptN, xl the itliMPiE=: priority of es=.11 area. The relativ position of a
program ma's loettc4- lue,;7.Pri -zhis procedure ..11an by a simple ranWing, to be aure, but
still quewttor- 7mmaimecl. ft vwma not clear wk-vether a higher prioiM.y meant more
resourc 4 fcd. AeLlier there shoulad be a shifting of remsources from one
(lower pi° dty nrogr*t-T! °'4'sea) area to the othemir, or whether the aPWropriate amount of
resourets Toder,7-e tv-VAig- at:plied, at was possible -to conceive of a sitution where a program
area wouL ha a vervhigh piority but reciiire little financial aii=tcl/or personnel
Mvesimerlt ;.o ttli. tven :If those questicwns were addressed, Wiere would still be a
questiono-s t ile-14er the resciurces allocatec should be dollars c) people.
In light or thev ehortconlings, -the entire process was re-examined by staff at a subse-
quent retreat dealing with pricy:ay-setting. ar,d a number of altenwiative methods for
arrtving at the desired ericl cvenw considered.

Other- Approackees Considered
Ad hoc priority decision-rnalcirrig

Under an ad hoc priority dcson-rnaking rtroeL the mamager wolwild assign resources
based on the Information at ha:rid at the bine tie decision had to 131 made. There Ls
really no system. However, i:acmgram priorites are often set ander =these circumstances.
With the history of concern ahlout staff involvernent In decision-rawaking. and the
sustained effort by staff to articculate and expl3Ucate criteria for app=ropriateness of
extenlion projects, there Wat lIttle to recomrnnd the adoption of his strategy.

Priorities set bj rnwiaOelr*eflt '1'op down" wonodeg

Although some staff members felt that it was =Lot only a manager's right, hut hi_s or her
responsibility, to set prioritite wnd communicte them to staff, otters felt strongly that
a more egalitarian approach cvcould be appropm-late for a university context. Gtven that
the Program Priority Cototalttece was establislmed largely as a reacon to havirig
program priorities set by manaigement, this alimternative was not dlemed practical.

Greeral stoff discussion (the coansermis mixcle0.

This b probably the most often used system off priority-setting. Folowing the discus-
sion, the program manager svoiald interpret th discussion and trawnslate it into
management decisions of stall =llocation arid 111Dudget approprtatio. The difficulty
with this process is that all star are not likely to have the same iript. Those who are
eloquent and persistent are bic..ly to have theLm- opinions more hes.rily weighted th=
those who axe less likely to speaSt uo This pro=edure is dependent i_pon the manager
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being able to adequately si2e up the ciseussion.

As ineUcated earlier, there was histomical reason to believe that the heterogeneity of the
group would not lead to consewsus. =his belief was reinforced by the discussion (and
lack of conclusion) on priority-settiamg that took place at the most recent retreat, and
the ri-ieussion/consensus model wa discarded as beirtg impractical and insufficiently
obj ective.

Ronk ore/et-priority-setting

In this method, all staff would simplw place each program area in mrAr order of
importance. The program with the 1.ghest average rank order would then be perceived
as the most important and the one v.r-th the lowest, of least emporlEence. The manager
would then assigi resources accordli=gly.

This method obviously slffers from .1.1e same shofteoming in interpretability as the
paired comparison, forced choice riteltod already used. In fact, it is inferior to the one
already used, inasmuch as a Thurst=ne scMe provides nearly interval information.
while the rank order method provide=:s only ordinal ftfformation, a potht elaborated
upon later in thZ paper.

For these reasons, it too was diseardemd. and the decision was made to build on the
approach already in use, attempting towli shore up the weak aspects.

The A__pproach Taken
AVny priorfting activity must talie conizanze of both existing proLl.-am areas and
potenUal new program areas. For inividuals to offer an ireformed opinion on the
educational worth of an area (be it exM.sting or new) requires some knowledge of the area.
Inasmuch as programmers tend to cw their crw-rt program weas much better than
they know other programmers' ar
knowledge base, insofar as possible.

In the first enstanee, a brainstorming session was held in which staff identlfLd areas
in which they thought the university aliould be programmirg, but wasn't. Individuals
suggesting new program areas were re_:quested to provide a brief rationale for that
program azea. Page-long written dese=riptions for each area were produced and circula-
ted to all staff.

some device was requered to establish a common

Several weeks later. DECR prograrnmrs used a day-long retreat to try to estOolish this
common ground. Removed from the vmatTork-place (and therefore away from phonesand
visitors), staff members concentrated on maldng 15-minute presentations on the areas
in which they eterrently prop-al:awed. The thrust of the presentations was information
sharing, with descriptions of what vtra now being done, as well as what needed to be
done irt addition to or instead of what vasvas now being done. Where it was reasonable to
do so, staff ireated sub-categories of tlitteir program areas as distinct =Its. panieularly
in the eases where they themselves thew:ought that a shift in emphas% in their progi am-
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mtng was required. For example. hi apiculture, agrlcul urW productiv!A was treated as
an entity distinct from social Emel human concerns related to agriculture,

For those program areas that were new, one or more staff members (usually those whose
idea it was at the brain-storming session) were identified to champion the cause, and
present an argument on behalf of the new program area.

Because of the length of Uwe required to cover all program areas, the next step was done
as a lake-home exercLse during the followMg week, but could have been done (time
perratting) immediately at the conclusion of the description session. That step invol-
ved aslag all staff to do a forced choice Consideration ofeach pair of program areas
discussed. Tile instructions were: For each of the following pEw-s of program areas
identified ( I". the retreat where the areas were described) indicate which you feel should
have the highest priority. Mm-k either a '1' or a '2' in each blank Do not spend too much
Moe thinking about any question; record your fLrst reacton. In order for your input to
be useable at all requtres that you answer every question. You must choose either '1' or
'2' ties m-e not allowed.

What followed the instnictions was the Ilst of all possin pairs of the 10 program areas
discussed, softie 55 combinations. In order to mknimIze &fly possible effect caused by
the order in wl-ich the pairs were presented, the advice of Ross (1934) was followed in
setting up the aequence of the pairs. Ross's advice also mandates that a particular
strategy be followed with respect to which of the pair of items is presented first (Le.. it
distinguishes between the pair A-B and the pair B-A). The complete Mstrument is
located on pages A-3 and A-4 of the Appendix.

The anonymous responses were tabulated and a Thurstone scale was constructed
according to the procedures outlined by Torgerson (1958, pp. 170-179).
The most significant benefit of using a Thurstone scale, &nd no small one at that, ts that
the pants generated on the scale form Wmost an Mterval scale. That is, distances
among points on the scale are meaningful. To illustrate, knowtm that points A, B, C.
and D fall in the rank order ACDB Ls not Aearly as rich in meaning as the following:

A C
_I 1

High
I

On the graphic scWe above (which resembles a Thurstone scale), one can see that both A
ELnd C are considerably higher than either D and B. and that D is really about mid-
ran,ge. That richness of information is Just not available in the ranking ACDB. This
additional trdbrmation afforded by the Thurstone scale is useful for assistMg decision-

On the negative side, a Thurstone scale has an arbitrary zero point, which sometimes
leads to difficulty h-i understanding just what the points on a Thurstone scale mean.
Too, a Thurstone scale has no way of dtisplaying variance, so it is difficult to determine
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to what degree various respondents agree with respect to the location of a point on the
scale. For exemple, the followtr* scale. which 1.1ustrates an average location of a scale
point

X0

could be the result of the pooled opknon of five different respondents whose individual
respomes might be

X 2

High

X 4

On the other hand, the value X0 on the flest scale
average of the followtng five responses:

X3 X5

X2 I X4
_ I _I_

X 5

s easily represent the

High

Clearly, there is considerably less agreement amonl respondents with respect to the
appropriate location of the poirit in the fist case than there is in the second case. In
other words, there is more vartance tn the first situation than in the second: yet srnply
knowing the average scale point location X0 as in the top-most scale, hides that tnior-
mation from us.

This problem of masked vria_nce translates upward to comparLsons among mean
scores of priority for different progxam areas, as well. For example. four different
program areas might have priority scores (means) and distributions as showri below.
Note that if one attends to only the mean scores (M1...M4), and not the distributions, one
misses the potentially valuable tnformation that there is a great deal more agreement
amongst respondents with respect to the priority of program 2 than there is with respect
to program 1. even though their priority scores are similar.

9
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Attewmpting to deal wit.Mi the Thurstone scale's lack of infonnation about variance,
Cotisled with the diffiulties of friterpretation experienced tn the earlier priority-setting
atte=lapt vis-a-vis alltreion of resources, led to the addition of another step in the
palli=g process. That tep involved providing all staff with the results of the Thurstone
seal, and asking theaw.t to assign what they thought to be (a) the appropriate amount of
furIcWLrig subsidy, anti lab) the appropriate propornon ofprogramniers tane to each
progrant area (see Appndix. p. A-5 arid A-6).

Fun=1.ing subsidy was Mefined for staff as the difference (in dollars) between what the
progn-cam area generata= (in fees) and what it uses (exTenses), enressed as a percentage.
To a..sist staff in nialdimg this determination. figures correspondtng to each program
area (that existed thena for the previous year were provided. The information provided
incluwded both the numinber of dollars used in subsidy and the percentage of total subsidy.
to gtw-e as complete a piwrture as possible.

in a =irnilar way, stag .vzvere asked to specify what proportion of a proo-ammer's time
they t_hought should be= 7 devoted to each program area. Agatn, the percentage of full-time
equialent (FTE) prograaamroels' time spent on each (then-edsthi& area in the previous
year -was provided as ivorifonriation.

In rIffirtli cases, staff werri asked to make their determinations to the nearest 1%. and
Nvere renArved that thefar numbers had to total 100%. The question was stated thus: In
aceem-clance with my peww-ception of what the Division's priorities should be. I would
aSsigri the following perentages of funding subsidy and number 01-FM's to the pro-
gra.ling =as listed.

Awdysis of Data
lt wa thus possible to ixpress both subs! (dollars) and Fres personnel) in under-
statialable terms, giving both the mewls and VariarEe for both. Operationally, the
restdR_s were plotted in twwzo ways (see p. A-7 and A-8 of the Appendix): as circle graphs,
and tua a format similar to some stock market summaries, with the mean and one
stariditard deviation aboe and below it marked with lams, to give a visual represent-
atiofl of variability.

Thus at a glance, one cn see from the circle graphs on p. A-7 that the Humanities

1 0
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programming area commfmded approximately the same proportion ofpercentage of
subsidy and percentage of FM, but Human Resources Development was, according to
the pooled opinions of an staff, entitled to oniy about half the percentage of subsidy
that it was the percentage of Fit,.

More importantly, it was obvious from the plots on p. A-8 that there was a hi& degree
of unanimity regardLng the allocation of dollars to Women's Studies, but considerable
variability regardAg the allocation of FM. By contrast. Agicultural Science showed
considerable variability on both dimensions, while Adult Education showed consider-
able unaninUty on both dimensions.

The combthation of the Thurstone scWe, the circle graphs, and the variance plots could
provide the necessary information to guide decision-makirkg.

The Role of Management
CollegiO priority-setthkg, regardless of the method. is usually tmplemented to provide
staff with opportunities to influence the adjustment of Intermediate-range organ-
izational goals. Within universities, intermecliate-range goals axe expected to translate
into effects which are felt over a two- to five-year period. Assuming that priorities can
be established in such a way that both staff and management have a high degree of
confidence in the valklity of the exercise. it is management's responsibility to optimize
the relationship between internally agreed-upon priorities mid external constraints
imposed by the university as a whole or by the university's external environment.
The priority-setting exercise described was based on assumptions related to confidence
Ln the process and on the need to optimize between the ideal established internally and
the real external environment. The process was highly dependent upon haw staff
processed critical information, and the degree to which they understood and accepted
what had been agreed to. Consequently, the impact of priority-setting on management
is best addressed within the context of three phases in the priority-setting exercise.
Those phases are referred to here as the search for staff agreement, the reflection of
staff opinion, mid the implementation of staff priorities.

for Staff Agreement

As discussed earlier, the serch for staff agreement began as staff attempted to define
the boundaries of existing progam categories and to develop and define the boundaries
of potential categories which heretofore had not ocisttd. Prevalent throughout the
exercise was the issue of categozy exclusiveness that is. the attempt to defLne program-
ming categories wItich were =ague, with little or no overlap or commonality with
other programs. The need to develop a uniqueness in program identity, purpose.
resource base, and clientele was driven by the ultWiate need for staff to make choices
and to prioritize progrm categories. At the same time, staff sometimes experienced

11
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difficulty with the somewhat artificial nature of mbitrary
mutually exclusive definitiom and boundaries.

categories with

Further, in the search for staff agreement, the development of an in-depth under-
standing of progarn areas or categories was paramount. Staff expierienced difficulty in
justifying the energy and time requtred both to provide and to assimilate information
essential for priority-setting. The information exchange in some instances led to the
adjustment of a program to en-sure support Erom staff who would otherwise not have
been supportive. However, perhaps the most difficult aspect related to buildftig confi-
dence in the process was the adversarW nature of the search for agreement. The
providers of the critical information were those who controlled the program categories.
Yet to attain a sufficient level of confidence in the process, those same tndividuals had
to strtve for objectivity, and ultimately to detach themselves from theli- vested interests
in particulm- programs.

Thus, the challenle of management through the searchfcir staff agreement phase is one
of

facilitatinl the process

enhancing staff confidence in a process that attempts to set vested
ensurinl that the progxam categories are sufficiently real, and
ensurtnAg that the information exchmkged is adequate.

The Reflection of Staff OpInlo

ide

Management has an important role in bridgim between data analysis and staff ratifi-
cation in the priority-setting process, by ensuring that the data Ewe displayed in such a
way as to lead to collective priority decisions in which staff have an acceptable level of
confidence. In the case under discussion, management, in conjunction with the
Priority-setting ComiMttee, trwmformed the data slightly to reflect in a dIferent way
the degree of staff agreement or consen-sus for each program category (see p. A-9 of the
Appendix). USW the variance data, the program areas or categories were r-nked from
those program areas with most agreement (least varimice) to those program areas with
least agreement (most variance). Criteria were then established to separate the program
areas into three categories: those with agreement (agreement on both budget and staff
allocation), those with mixed agreement (agreement on budget or staff allocation). Emd
those with no agreement To do the categorizing, it was necessary to establish
arbitrarily a minimum level of variance acceptable to assume agreement.
Management's role in the operational definition of agreement is important. It might be
expected that the level of vm-iance required for agreement is ifirely to chnge from year
to year as opinions among staff chmige and available resources vmy. For the purpose of
priority-setting, budget and staff resources were treated as a dosed system, without
con-sideration for exlraortlinary external fundirkg or staffing support beyond base
budget. hi a closed system model, adding resources to a particular prop-am mea
requires removing correspondirzg resources from somewhere else within the system.
Consequently, for the exercise to be tn tune with reality. it is important that romiage-
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ment be involved tn the arbitrary selection of the level of variance which operationly
dene& staff agreement or consensus in the priority-settthg ocercise. The respon-
sibility of management is thus to ensure that a definition of agreement is established
which is Dimly to lead to an outcome that is realistic and possible to truplement.

Implementation of Staff Priorities

Once staff are able to ratify a priority statement with an acceptable level of confidence.
it is management's responsibility to take the advice seriously and reflect on staff
priority opinion as opportunities occur during the budget allocation mid workload
assignment periods. Pegarelless of how informed staff arr durtn,g the priority-setting
process, by the time the procedure has been completed mid staff have ratified a priority
statement, conditions related to budget and personnel may have changed sigrrificantly.
Indeed, it is reasonable to expect .;ontinuous shifting of conditions at the university
level and beyond, which are external but relevant to a university extension unit.
Management is in a position to track and anticipate environmental shifts and to look
for opportunities such as staff retirements, sabbatical leaves, and other leaves to
stimulate organizational change. Ai the same time, management milat keep M mind
that "snap-shot in time' of staff opinion as to what might be ideal :-.tufts in program-
ming priorities.

Perhaps the greatest challenge faced by management Is to ensure that both the level of
agreement and the degree of confidence staff have in the priority-setting exercise is
adequate. Al the same time, marmgement must decide hvw tc deal with the program
areas or categories about which staff cannot agree. Clearly the latter program areas
cannot be ignored. Management is left to establish information-gathering procedures
which are ancillary to the priority-settin,g exercise, and to re-shape the no agreement
program areas without the benefit of staff participation in an internal priority
statement.

Conclusion
This paper described a priority-setting procedure which has not yet been perfected, but
which has yielded promisi.ng results. The procedure is built around the need for
intensive information exchange among staff, with a resultant quantification of both
staff opinion related to staff and budget subsidy aocations and the exlent of staff
agreement with the collective opinion. The procedure is program-specific, it permits
quantification of staff opinion related to changes in intermediate-range program
objectives, and it addresses both budget and staff assignments.

Perhaps the most serious challenge to those Mterested in Implementing similar
procedures Is the search for staff agreement phase tncluding strategies to reach an
acceptable definition of program categories, staff divestiture of vested interest, and the
commitment of time and effort required by programmers to fully understand the
options available to them. Most likely the greatest payoff lies in the observation that

13
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before it can work, staff must be prepared to share information, give up some thdividual
freedom, and search for both a collective will and a collective opthion both essential
to organzational development.
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Portion of matched pair. forced-choice questionnae used m first application A-1
Thurstone scale resulting fro- first application of procedure A=2

Complete matched pair. forced-choice quesdonnaire used in second application__ A-3
Thurstone scale resulting from second application of procedure A- 5

Questionnaum used to collect percentages assig,ned by staff to program areas .... . A-6

=7Circle graphs of percentage results

Vw-iance plots of percentage results== .A=8

Management's representation of the results A=9
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If the versitycoUd prow
liming pairs of &teas, yob

noncredit
ehoad it be

Small Business Education [1]

Preventive Medicine [2]

Fine & Performing Arts [3]

Computers & Their Effects [4]

Politics & Public Issues [5]

Agriculture Production & Marketing [6]

it Adult Education [7]

Pre-retirement Education [8]

Human Relations Education

Rural- Develcxnent Education

qulticuLtura/ a Ethnic Studies

Org. Leaderthip & Development

Energy Conservation

Consumer Studies

Pre-retirement Education

Small Business Edirttion

Ntmen's Studies

Preventive Medicine

Fine & Performing Arts

Computers & Their Effects

Politics & PUblic Issues

-lture Production a Marketing

Mn-credit Adult Education

-al Development EdUcation

Multicultural & Ethnic Studies

Org. Leaderdhip & Development

Energy COnservation

Consumer Studies

Preretirement Education

NOncrodit Adult Education

Small Business Education

Moan Relations Education

Wnen' Studies

Preventive Medicine

Fine a Performing Arts

Computers & Their Effects

may cee

tibmen's Studies

RA3man Relations, Education

Rural Develnert Education

!./ulticultural & Ethnic Studies

Crg. Leaderehip & Development

Energy COnServation

COnsumer Studies

Small Business Education

[9] Nbmen's Studies

[10] Preventive Medicine

[11] Pine & Performing Arts

[12] Canaters & Their Effects

[13] Politics & Public issues

[14] Agriculture Production & Marketing

[15] Non-credit Adult Education

[16] Human Relations Education

[17] Rural Development Education

[18] Multicultural & Ethnic Studies

[19] Org. Leaderehip & Develcint

1201 Energy COnservation

[21] COnsumer Studies

[22] Pre-retirement Education

[23] Small BusineSs Education

[24] BUman Relations Education

[25]

[26]

[27]

[28]

[29]

[30]

(31]

[32]

[33]

[34]

[35]

[36]

iibmen's Studies

Preventive Medicine

Fine a Performing Arts

_ upiters & Their Effects

Politics a PUblic issues

Agriculture Production & Marketing

Rural Development Education

Maticultural & Ethnic Studies

Org. Leaderehip & Development

Energy Cionservation

Cbnsumer Studies

Pre-retirement Educat

16
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HIGH

MEDIUM

Women's Studies
Agriculture Production and Marketing

Fine and Perfonning Arts

Computers and Their Effects
Adult Education

Politics and Public Issues

Preventive Medicine
Rural Development Education

Organizational Leadership and Development

Pre-Retirement Education

Small Business Education

Human Relations Education
Multicultural and Ethnic Studies
Energy Conservation'

IConsumer Studies

LOW

1 7
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PrioritySetting 86
Instructions: For each of the following pairs of program areas
identified on September 4, indicate which you feel should have the
highest priority. Mark either a '1' or a '2' in each blank. Do not
spend too much time thiniUng about any question; record your first
reaction.
In order for your input to be useable at all requires that you
answer every question. You must choose either '1' or '2'ties
are not allowed.

(1) Agricultural Science (2) Rural Devel. Education
(1) Language Instruction - (2) Women's Studies
(1) Religious Studies - (2) Human Resources Devel
(1) Humanities (2) Science & Technology
(1) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed (2) Seniors' Programs
(1) Fine & Performing Arts - (2) Agricultural Science
(1) Women's Studies - (2) Rural Devel. Education
(1) Human Resources Devel. (2) Language Instruction
(1) Science & Technology (2) Religious Studies
(1) Seniors' Programs (2) Humanities
(1) Fine & Performing Arts (2) Teaching Skills Ad Ed
(1) Agricultural Science - (2) Women's Studies...... ..........
(1) Rural Devel. Education (2) Human Resources Devel
(1) Language Instruction (2) Science & Technology
(1) Religious Studies (2) Seniors' Programs
(1) Humanities - (2) Fine & Performing Arts
(1) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed - (2) Agricultural Science .
(1) Human Resources Devel. (2) Women's Studies
1) Science & Technology - (2) Rural Devel Education
) Seniors' Programs - (2) Language Instruction

(1) Fine & Performing Arts (2) Religious Studies.
) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed - (2) Humanities
) Agricultural Science (2) Human Resources Devel... .....
) Women's Studies (2) Science & Technology

(1) Rural Devel. Education (2) Seniors' Programs
(1) Language Instruction - (2) Fine & Performing Arts

18
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(1 ) Religious Studies - (2) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed
(1) Humanities - (2) Agricultural Science .

1) Science & Technology - (2) Human Resources Devel.
) Seniors' Programs - (2) Women's Studies

(1) Fine & Performing Arts - (2) Rural Devel. Educa o) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed (2) Language Instruction..
(1) Humanities (2) Religious Studies... . . .. . . .

(1) Agricultural Science (2) Science & Technology
a) Human Resources Devel. - (2) Seniors' Programs
(1) Women's Studles - (2) Fine & Performing Arts
(1) Rural Devel. Education - (2) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed. . .

(1) Language Instrtrtion - (2) Humanities
(1) Religious Studies - (2) Au: cultural Science
(1) Seniors' Programs - (2) Science & Technology
(1) Fine & Performing Arts - (2) Human Resources Devel
(1) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed (2) Women%., Studies..
(1) Humanities (2) Rural Devel. Education
(1) Religious Studies - (2) Language Instruction
(1) Agricultural Science - (2) Seniors' Programs...
(1) Science & Technology - (2) Fine & Performing Arts(1) Human Resources Devel. - (2) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed .(1) Women's Studies - (2) Humanities
(1) Rural Devel. Education - (2) Religious Studies
(1) Language Instruction - (2) Agricultvral Science
(1) Seniors' Programs - (2) Fine & Performing Arts.
(1) Science & Technology - (2) Teaching Skills/Ad Ed
(1) Human Resources Devel. - (2) Humanities
(1) Women's Studies - (2) Religious Studies . , .
(1) Rural Devel. Education (2) Language Instruction

A-4
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HIGH

' Studies
S "ence & Tedhnology

Fine & Performing Arts

urnanities

Agricultural Sci

Seniors' P-

Rural Devel. Education

Teaching Skills/Ad Ed

Religious Studies

ur Is EVe1.

Lanqiqe Instruction

20
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In acordance with my perception of what the Division's priorities should be, I would
assign the following percentages of funding subsidy and nu mber of FTE's to the
programming arcas listed:

Women's Studies

Percentage Percenta
of subsidy of FTE's
budget (to (to nearest
nearest 1%) 1%)

Science & Technology

Fine & Performing Arts

Humanities_ , . , . . . .. . , ... . . . . . ..

Agricultural Science_ ....
Seniors Programs. ... .

Rural Devel Education

Teaching Skills Ad Ed: .

Religious Studies
. . . .. _

Human Resources Devel

Language Instruction

21
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Religious Studies (.1) [0]

Teaching/Ad Ed (3.0) [0-

Rural Des, Ed (10.2) [16]

Seniors' (8 [10]

Ag Science ( 7.7) 271

Hum Res Dev (9.3) [ ]

Religious Studies (.4) [0]
Teaching/Ad Ed (5.8) [1

Rural Dev Ed 8 13

Seniors' (5.

A-7
% Subsidy

Hum Res Dev (4.8) [0]

Women's Studies [23]

Sc & Technology (7.50) [0]

Fine & Pert Arts (16. [24]

Hurnanities (10.1) [0]

0 FTE

Women's Studies (16.8) [13]

Ag Science (20.8) [26]

Sc & Technology (12) [13]

Fine & Peri Arts (11.9) [11]

Humanities 0]

NOTE: This years percentages are shown in parentheses ( );
last year's percentages are shown in brackets [ j.
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of Subsidy (showing variability)

40=

35=

30=

25=

20-

15

10 -

5

0

5 -I I I I

WS FPA Ag Sc Rur Dev... Relig St Language

45

40 -

35-
30 -

25 -

20 -

15 -

10 -

5 -

0

-5

Sc & Tech Human Seniors Ad Educ Hum Res...

X FTE (showing variabiity)

FPA Ag c Rur Dev... Reilgst Langua e
Sc & Tech Human Seniors Ad Educ Hum Res...
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Prior;utrank by agreement 3/12/87

FACULTY OPINION RE:PERCENTAGE SUBSIDY TO PROGRAM AREAS

PROGRAM AREA % OF TOTAL SUBSIDY BUDGET RECOM. CHANGE INCREASE DECREASE lMEiT

8546 Alin. UBSIDY _Rank Rank

,

RELIGIOUS STUDIES 07

TEACHING AD. ED. 0

HUM. RES. DEV, 0 5% 4

WOMEN'S STUDIES 23% 22% -1

SCIENCE AND TECH. 0% 8% 8 , 2 77

HUMANITIES 0% 10 10% 10%

RURAL DEV, ED. 1 10% 4 3 11% 7

SENIORS & GERONT. 10 % .2% 12%

FINE & PERE ARTS 24% 177 -7% 17

AGRIC SCIENCE 27% 1 197

FACULTY OPINION RE FACULTY ALLOCATION TO PROGRAM AREAS

PROGRAM AREA % FULL-TIME-EOUIVALENT FACULTY RECOM. CHANGE INCREASE DECREASE AGRE:MENT

85-88 Allacatlan Faculty Allot % F.T.E. Rank Rank (+or-)1 SI Day. Rank

RELIGIOUS STUDIE 0 OT 0% 1

TEACHING AD. ED. Y0 5% 2 5%

HUM. RES, DEV. 1 - 8%

HUMANITIES_ 0 8 8%

SENIORS & GERONT. 5% 6 1%

-

4 9

RURAL DK ED. 13% 9

FINE $ PERF. ARTS 11% 12% 1% 4 12%

SCIENCE AND TECH, 13% 12% .1% 12%

WOMEN'S STUDIES 13% 17% 47 17%

AGRIC, SCIENCE 26% 21% .5% 2 22%


